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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this six-minute video, Dr. Daniel Stock from McCordsville, Indiana, tells the Mount Vernon

Community Schools school board that COVID mask and vaccine mandates are not about the real

science, saying  “I would suggest we still have a problem because we are doing things that are not

useful.” He went on to say:

“And we’re getting our information from the Indiana State Board of Health and the CDC who actually

don’t bother to read science …” But I would have to disagree with Stock, as I think the CDC and other

health agencies are fully aware of the research — they are just choosing to advance another

agenda.

There can be no other reason for the circuitous logic used by health experts to promote a vaccine

that they acknowledge  can’t completely prevent you from getting the disease or keep you from

spreading it, but instead has had thousands of devastating side effects recorded in a public

database.

What’s worse, the numbers of people who have died or who are disabled from this vaccine, which

was developed by companies who hold no liability,  is all but ignored by the mainstream media.

As I discuss below, if ever before you doubted there is an undercurrent of evil pushing and

censoring information, this short presentation by a functional medicine doctor at a small school

board meeting has all the earmarks of what has been happening on a larger scale across social

media and mainstream news agencies. Of course, YouTube quickly removed it, saying it “violated

YouTube’s community guidelines.”

This doctor, whose profession is based on science, is part of a group of doctors, nurses and other

health care professionals whose opposition to mandated COVID jabs, has spurred Dr. Anthony

Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, to say their freedom-of-

choice positions are exactly why mandates should be issued.

Quickly following Stock’s presentation, “fact checkers” from a local TV station, WTHR, reviewed the

video and twisted the information, point-by-point, to disparage Stock and call him responsible for

even sharing it.  Before I go over each of their points, let’s Xrst take a quick look at the content of

the video that caused such a stir.

Indiana Doctor Uses Real Evidence to Call Out School Board

Stock didn’t just stand in front of the school board making wild claims. Rather, he provided the

board with a Yash drive containing the actual studies — some from the National Institutes of Health

— to back up his claims. A parent group called the Hancock County Indiana Patriots posted the

entire contents of the Yash drive on their website.  In addition to the studies he used, I have

provided others here, which may overlap with his:

Masks are relatively ineffective against viral spread.

Viruses with animal reservoirs cannot be eradicated since they can continue to replicate and

spread through animals, including companion animals like dogs as the CDC has documented

with COVID-19.

Viruses wait for the immune system to become deranged (dysfunctional), like what happens

with the vaccine to cause symptoms.

Smallpox had no animal reservoirs, which is why the vaccine program eradicated the illness.

Because the COVID virus cannot be Xltered and it has animal reservoirs, we cannot make it go

away. This is the same process that happens with inYuenza, the common cold, respiratory

syncytial virus (RSV), adenoviral respiratory syndromes or any other infectious disease with

animal reservoirs.

The only way that a vaccine restriction/mandate should be considered is if there were no other

treatment available. However, as Stock points out, there ARE treatments available. For example,

after treating over 15 COVID-19 patients with Ivermectin, vitamin D loading and zinc, Stock said

that none of them came close to the hospital.

Stock points out that when vaccinated, you get infected and you shed pathogens, but you don’t

usually get symptomatic from it. So, you can’t stop the spread of the virus because people who

are vaccinated will continue to harbor and spread the virus.

Fauci has recently conXrmed that people who took the COVID shot harbor enough Delta variant

virus to infect others.

What Were the Manipulations That Media Used to Refute Stock?

The information that WTHR channel 13 in Indianapolis “fact checked” and how they subtly

manipulated it to discredit Stock for sharing what they called misinformation is on their website

below, with my counterpoints.  My answers to their questions are below:

WTHR: Is the coronavirus “spread by aerosol particles which are small enough to go through

every mask?”

My answer: Fauci hinted in his interview with “60 Minutes" that masks may prevent “a droplet”

from coming through, but “it’s not providing the protection people think that it is.”

WTHR: Can COVID-19 vaccines cause the immune system to “become deranged”?

My answer: A better term for this may have been dysfunctional. Studies have demonstrated

vaccines adversely affect the immune system. One study in 2011 found, "Our model shows that

immunization against persistent viral infections can, under some circumstances, lead to an

increase in pathology following infection."  Another found multiple Yu shots may reduce the

effectiveness of the vaccine.

WTHR: Can COVID-19 cause antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) or vaccine-enhanced

disease (VED), which would cause a vaccinated person to have a more severe disease if

caught?

My answer: ADE is something I’ve written about several times in the last year.  However, since

my content is taken down after 48 hours, you may want to review my interview with Robert

Kennedy in May 2020,  during which he aptly described some of the problems with the current

shot program, including how ADE affected animals in the 2003 program against coronavirus

during which all the animals died from ADE.

WTHR: Is it true vaccines do not stop infection?

My answer: Stock was talking about eradicating them, not stopping an infection in a single

person. Fauci said during several interviews, including most recently in “Meet the Press,” “Since

no vaccine is 100% protective, there will be what we call breakthrough infections."

With breakthrough infections in people whose viral load can transmit the illness to another

person,  this vaccine cannot eradicate COVID-19.

WTHR: Is Ivermectin, vitamin-D and/or zinc an approved treatment for COVID-19?

My answer: When you listen to the video, Stock never says that Ivermectin, vitamin D and zinc

are APPROVED treatments. He said only that he used it to treat over 15 patients successfully.

The FLCCC has also successfully used a very similar treatment protocol around the world.

Stock also encouraged the school board to ask themselves why mandatory vaccine and mask steps

were being taken for this virus when they’ve never been in effect for the common cold, the inYuenza

virus or RSV, which has recently Xlled hospitals in Australia and New Zealand with severely ill

newborns and infants  and is currently wreaking havoc in the U.S.

He also highlighted studies that show that people previously infected with COVID not only get no

beneXt at all from the vaccine, but get two to four times worse side effects. And, he added, it’s

vaccinated individuals who are helping to spread the virus. “The Centers for Disease Control and

the Indiana Department of Health are giving you very bad scientiXc guidance," he said. When

interviewed by Fox News host Tucker Carlson, Stock said:

“Well, this virus like every other respiratory virus has animal reservoirs and in all the history

of Medicine, we've only eradicated one virus and that was smallpox, which had no animal

reservoir. It only affected humans.

Because some of those animals are actually domestic animals, there is just no way to

escape the virus. That's why we can't escape inAuenza or the common cold … It seems to

me that focusing on immune system improvement whether through a vaccine or non-

vaccine methods is the more rational approach to this.”

When Will Media Acknowledge the Vaccine-Injured and Deaths?

Vaccine injury and death are not new to the VAERS program. The system was established in 1990

as a voluntary National early warning system. The program “accepts and analyzes reports of

adverse events (possible side effects) after a person has received a vaccination.”  And, according

to the VAERS, there have been a total of 1,357,036 adverse events recorded in the system through

July 30, 2021.

If you subtract the events recorded from the COVID jab from the overall number and divide by 31

(the number of years the system has been recording voluntary reports) you are left with an average

of 26,183.8 reports every year. But, as of July 30, 2021, there were 545,337 reports of adverse

events, including 12,000 deaths,  from the COVID-19 jab alone. These events include a range of

severity from fainting to heart problems to death.

The Xrst COVID-19 shot was administered December 14, 2020, in New York.  If you assume the

same number of events will be reported each month in 2021, and no events were reported in 2020,

we may expect the total injuries from this vaccine to be 934,863.

This could mean that by the end of 2021 the number of adverse events reported from the COVID

injection program all by itself could be 35 times greater than the average number reported each

year for the last 31 years. By comparison, the swine Yu vaccine released in 1976 was abruptly

stopped when the vaccine caused approximately 1 in 100,000 persons to develop Guillain-Barre

syndrome and resulted in 53 deaths.

During Fauci’s recent interview with “Meet the Press,” even though he was asked leading questions

about vaccine mandates, breakthrough infections and booster shots, at no time was there a

discussion about the hundreds of thousands of people being injured by the vaccine. So, at what

point will mainstream news media “discover” the vast number of people injured by this injection?

Fauci’s Circular Logic Is Frightening

In an interview with “Meet the Press,”  Fauci defends his positions on public health using logic that

could make sense only if you don’t stop to evaluate his statements. His arguments are in line with

the vacillating positions he’s taken since the beginning of the pandemic, beginning with a

conversation that he may have come to regret. In what was likely an honest opinion, Fauci

explained that using a mask in the community was unnecessary and, speciXcally:

"The masks are important for someone who is infected to prevent them from infecting

someone else. There's no reason to be walking around with a mask.

When you're in the middle of an outbreak, wearing a mask might make people feel a little

bit better and it might even block a droplet, but it's not providing the perfect protection that

people think that it is. And often, there are unintended consequences. People keep Lddling

with the mask and people keep touching their face."

In other words, based on his “expert” knowledge, wearing a mask in the community would not be

effective. But just three months later in an interview on “TheStreet,” Fauci justiXed changing his

expert advice to begin wearing masks by saying:

"It is a very unusual infection. I've quite frankly never seen anything like it, where a single,

well characterized virus in an individual is going to have a range of manifestations that go

from being completely asymptomatic, no symptoms at all, to having a few symptoms that

don't bother you much to having symptoms that are enough to keep you home, to have

symptoms enough to keep you in bed really feeling poorly for a couple of weeks to having

the symptoms and signs of having to go to a hospital to then possibly having to go to

intensive care and then to dying."

And then, the end of July 2021, Fauci defends yet another turnabout, saying the reason vaccinated

persons still need to wear masks, both indoors and out, is because “if you do get infected you might

spread it to somebody else”  The science didn’t change, Fauci claims. “The virus changed.”

Is This Logic Contagious?

In other words, while government agencies openly acknowledge that a SARS-CoV-2 infection is Yu-

like in the way it evolves,  it seems odd that Fauci’s characterization of COVID-19 spread is

something he’s “quite frankly never seen anything like.” The fact is it’s a respiratory virus that acts

like, well, a respiratory virus. Unfortunately, Fauci’s convoluted logic appears to be catching on.

On Fox News, Carlson references a video of Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C.. who had been out sick

with coronavirus. When he returned to the Yoor of the Senate, Lindsey said:

"If you haven't been vaccinated regarding the COVID problem you need to get vaccinated.

I've been vaccinated and I got COVID anyway. Couple really bad days but I'm doing better,

and I feel on the mend ... I think the vaccine is safe and it works."

Carlson commented: “Think about that, it's like a Zen koan. You can spend the rest of your life

trying to unravel the reasoning there, and never do it. It's the sound of one hand clapping."  What

Carlson doesn’t mention is Graham's comments that he “feel(s) on the mend” while stupng his

mask into his pocket and stating that he believes “the worst is behind me.”

Propaganda Is Alive and Well in 2021

Propaganda is likely a word you've heard bandied about in the press as major news outlets try to

undermine and vilify doctors, nurses and other health experts who speak out against the genetic

experimentation being done on a global scale. In an essay in 2019, Gregory Asmolov from Kings

College London writes:

“Propaganda is no longer just a tool for changing your opinion. Now, in our digitally

mediated world, propaganda is a pathway to instantaneous participation in political

conAicts from the safety and comfort of your living room chair.”

Mainstream media are trying desperately to convince the public any evidence-based research and

data that don’t agree with a CDC or WHO press release either Yat-out incorrect, biased or

misleading. Yet, once you understand that just six corporations control 90% of the news  with

selective information, images and censorship of the true facts, it’s easy to see why a doctor like

Stock is a shining light in the midst of all the darkness.

What the media are doing to control your thoughts and ability to express yourself is the very

deXnition of propaganda, and not the strategies used by scientists who want to publish the facts

and not censor them. When coupled with a government promoting the same tactics, propaganda

can be devastating.

One way to counteract this is to share and spread the truth — the counternarrative to the

propaganda — yourself, as far and wide as possible. Because truth is always more potent than lies,

the success of propaganda relies on the censoring of truth.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,243 ratings

ORDER NOW
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I work in a Level II Trauma Center. I am being mandated. My last day is October 15th. My coworker overheard the doctors say they

can’t wait to get me out of there because I am a danger to them and the patients because I am not vaccinated. THE DOCTORS! The
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can’t wait to get me out of there because I am a danger to them and the patients because I am not vaccinated. THE DOCTORS! The

same men and women I have worked beside for the last twelve years. We’ve lost our minds!  If anyone is hiring, I’m looking!
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balhawk
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Have you gotten the T-Detect blood test?   If not, and think you may have had COVID, you may be able to get the test and prove

an immune response, which would be the most solid medical reason there is.
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AndymAndym
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Good for you for not giving in! I’m about to start a new job and I’m very worried they’ll mandate the jab. It’s nice to hear that

other people are resisting!
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brodiebrock12
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So FEEL for you in that zone of madness. They have indeed lost their minds and just shows how deeply brainwashed many

medical people are by big pharma.
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Randyfast
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Good for you. No job is worth destroying your health/life over.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/4/2021 8:53:14 AM
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Remember the jabbed do shed s avoid THEM like They are lepers.
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IzzyKitty
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Good for you for standing up for your health! I’m praying for employment for you, there’s a better employer out there who will be

honored to have you as an employee.
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dude01
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Don’t know where you live, but if you live in the states and they Xre you, I believe you are then eligible for unemployment

compensation which you have probably already paid money into.  I wish you well. Stay strong.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/4/2021 9:34:30 AM
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Kku, do NOT quit your job...let them Xre you...so you can get jobless bennies... childrenshealthdefense.org     ... has advice on

that issue.
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but they are fully vaccinated,how are you a threat them?
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You are a hero, kku35696. Always defer the right to decide on your health, it is up to you. Contact you, with CHD, you will surely

receive advice. 1 IN 8 NURSES HAVEN’T GOTTEN COVID VACCINE OR DON’T PLAN TO GET ONE + MORE. The American Nurses

Association surveyed nearly 5,000 nurses across the US in order to learn more about the questions and concerns they had

about the vaccine. Twenty-Xve% of the nurses surveyed said they didn’t trust or were unsure that the coronavirus vaccines

available were safe and effective. Out of those who didn’t intend to get vaccinated, 84% said there was not enough information

about the long-term effects of the vaccine. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-1-in-8-nurses-havent-gott..

 (08/30/21)
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For kku35696: Did you watch the vid? Dr. Stock appears to have an IQ that is literally off the charts! Dr. Stock said he would

testify for free, at any time, for any court! I found this: www.healthgrades.com/.../dr-daniel-stock-2wm7h   I found 2 addresses

for him. They are both suburbs of Indianapolis. Use DuckDuckGo for search. Hope that helps!
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Your health is your Xrst responsibility and your employer will take no responsibility for any harm from his mandate madness.

 However, given these drugs are still only experimental I think you have some legal rights.  Have you thought to contact RFK's

organization or the National Vaccine Information Center group or John Gilmore who works on vaccine refusal rights?  You may

have some legal recourse as the law clearly states that you cannot be forced to participate in a drug experiment which is what

we have.
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kku35696:  Sorry to hear that your employer believes that encroaching upon your constitutional rights is seemingly O.K.,

because it's not.  Regardless of your reasoning, it's your body and you have the sole descretion of what goes into it. Merely the

fact that the manufacturers of these so-called "vaccines" bare zero legal liability for any adverse consequences should serve as

a enormas "red Yag" to anyone even considering taking the "jab."   Unfortunately, (or perhaps fortunately) when those same

pig-headed doctors that were so eager to turn on you start developing serious adverse health problems either in the near, or far

future, I hope someone promptly brings it to your attention. Best of luck with Xnding a new position.  However, I doubt that you'll

have any problem doing so. I'm sure there is a new door just waiting to be opened by you in a far better (healthier) working

environment.
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A brave doctor who is not afraid to tell the truth. We need doctors and scientists to testify about the true science of health. Against we

have the corruption of the globalist elites. Compliance is all that matters. Globalists like Bill Gates and the Rockefeller Foundation, and

their allies from the WHO, CDC, etc., have created a cult. The masks have become our penance, the cross that we must carry. It is our

fault that cases and deaths continue to increase because we are not doing what the high priests of science tell us to do. They are the

smears and lies of a corrupt elite that leads us to a tyranny. They want to shape the minds of people until they achieve their goals:

compulsory vaccination in schools, companies, civil service, and in the end the venom of the snake for everyone with immunity

passports.

Especially the masks in children and adolescents are very harmful. Children's brains are also incredibly active, as they have a lot to

learn. The child's or young person's brain thirsts for oxygen. The more metabolically active the organ is, the more oxygen it needs. In

children and adolescents, all organs are metabolically active. Depriving a child or adolescent brain of oxygen, or restricting it in any

way, is not only dangerous to their health, it is absolutely criminal. Oxygen deXciency inhibits brain development and the damage that

has occurred may be irreversible. To this must be added the propaganda that reaches parents to vaccinate their children, so as not to

infect grandparents, when we know that the vast majority are asymptomatic and do not infect.
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Toronto Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) has released a detailed report on "the harms of school closings to children's

physical and mental health." The damages included: "Higher rates of depression, trauma, drug abuse and addiction and even

suicide can be anticipated." The SickKids report reassures parents that there is “strong evidence that the majority of children

who become infected with SARS-CoV-2 are asymptomatic or have only mild symptoms…. To date, no pediatric deaths have been

reported in Canada. "SickKids Hospital recommends:" Medical and non-medical face masks are not required or recommended

for children returning to school. "" There is a lack of evidence that the Wearing a mask prevents transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in

children." www.sickkids.ca/siteassets/news/news-archive/2020/covid19-recommendati..
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* "once you understand that just six corporations control 90% of the news45 with selective information, images and censorship

of the true facts," And to think there was such a howl concerning this when there were about sixty corporations controlling

information decades ago. Now the micro-managing is moving down into not only the public forum of the internet, but on us as

individuals. There is Freedom of Press left, but, only if you own one, and if and only if you follow the party line.
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Yes, Just, and at the peak of power presided over by The Vanguard Group and BlackRock. Also have participating in the

"disinformation" Project Syndicate, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Open Society Foundation (George Soros) and the

European Center for Journalism , like news agencies. Now we see two powerful hands that control the Xnancial system, a great

monopoly that constitutes the current crime against humanity, which has been unleashed worldwide by the money market,

globalists, foundations, Big Pharma and the WHO on the occasion of the "False alarm from the global crown", along with the

hypocritical promises of salvation of the World Economic Forum and the International Monetary Fund of a better world is a

mirage that only leads to slavery.

The techno-fascist elite will use the meeting in Davos to further promote global control of citizens by destroying nation states.

Now we have Vanguard and BlackRock, who have a monopoly on all the industries in the world, made up of the richest families

in the world. BlackRock and Vanguard are the same, as the latter is the largest shareholder of the former. Among the surnames

linked to the two are the Rothschilds, the Bushes, the British royal family, the Du Ponts, the Vanderbilts and the Rockefellers.

https://youtu.be/A4foal20UTA  ~ noqreport.com/2021/06/15/blackrock-and-vanguard-the-same-shady-people-..  ~

www.zerohedge.com/economics/wealth-redistribution-blackrock-and-other-..
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Fraudski and gates, both need to take a very long walk off a very short pier! We are in the death grip of Crimes Against

Humanity. This evilness can not be seen as anything else!
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Great insightful post G! Especially about the young people on earth. This obvious abuse of the children at least for me cuts the

deepest!
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As always RANDY, his deXnition is perfect: We are in the death grip of Crimes Against Humanity. This evilness can not be seen

as anything else!
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Thanks brodiebrock, among "vaccines" and masks, children are the population most affected by this false pandemic. Vaccines

have done much harm to children, but nothing comparable to mRNA injections, which, being totally unnecessary, jeopardize the

health of children for life.
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I have watched the video a few times a while ago, and it is always refreshing to witness a real stand up Patriot Xre off solid facts with

such a Marksman precision. Dr. Daniel has made his points as clear as any orator could ever dream to, at a microphone.  His unique

rapid delivery, and tone of determination, was that of a man on a mission to dispel the bombardment of nonsense to a fear factor that

has gripped the minds of the many.  When you hear someone speak with a deep compassion in what their message is saying.  It rings

inside of you like a church bell chimes in the distance.  You feel his love and his will of Justice.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Schools are becoming living (but barely breathing) perfect examples of Stockholm Syndrome, with perpetrators, victims, parents,

caregivers, and the media all singing the same class song. Anyone who can see what is happening, anyone dares discuss a cure, is

classed as blind and segregated out. To your health, Tracy
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Temlakos
Joined On 10/20/2008 12:34:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola: for a story like this, a PDF download isn't enough. You really ought to provide a link to download the video as well as the

text. If this is the video that's off YouTube, we need to know where else to Xnd it. In 48 hours this story is going to be gone...
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Temlakos, I have a copy of the original video. Download from here, it's not large, called 'Dr Dan'
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Temlakos, I have a copy of the original video. Download from here, it's not large, called 'Dr Dan'

 app.box.com/.../w68t2rjd7tpmnksyyqxveqqgi03qz3sl  UPDATE: Today: This includes that video and a great interview with Dan

Stock and Alex Jones. Beware there is some buffering and repetition but all important stuff.  

 www.bitchute.com/.../ZoU0JHnNmdcc  If you have seen the committee vid you can try to scoot past it and not miss anything.

 48 mins total, worth a recording.
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Temlakos
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Thank you. The link is good. I advise everyone here to download it also.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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NPR HaHa! (It's the media, stupid!)  Just last night;  "WARNING; Ivermectin is NOT approved for human use."  Then the choppy voice of

a Chinese woman doctor; Large doses can result in damage to nervous system, heart, etc....They use the weapon of doubt and

fear..Geee where have I seen this before?  Vit C, NAC, MMS chlorite, cannabis...Russia, N. Korea, Iraq, ISIS/terrorists, Dr. Mercola,

Trump?  History molded in advance..you know the script.
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live about 10 miles from McCordsville,, IN.  The 'local' tv station, WTHR, has been owned by Tegna for almost 2 years now.  Tegna is

part of the conglomerate that owns USA Today, as well as the Indianapolis Star newspaper.  McCordsville is in the Indianapolis area.

 As you can surmise, the 'fact checkers' in the media all spew the same propaganda.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you go to the CDC website it shows that more than 98% of the people infected with Covid -19 survive, and as of August 29th not

even 12% on the US population has been diagnosed with Covid and that is since the beginning of the pandemic,  Why are they

attempting to force these "vaccines" on everybody, which will not keep you from getting Covid, and really don't make the symptoms

any better, especially in the elderly.
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MaryRN, Apparently NIH website shows many successful studies of Ivermectin. Such hypocrisy!
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I have had enough of lies and deceit.  "Then he cried in my ears with a loud voice, saying, “Bring near the executioners of the city, each

with his destroying weapon in his hand.” Ezek 9:1
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good on him, and the slanderous twisting of his statements by the propaganda engines is certainly predictable. However, he did

misstate the seasonal tendency for less viral infections in summer, which he failed to mention applies to areas that are cold in winter,

like Indiana (very much so).  Areas that are warm in winter and get very hot in summer tend to fare worse in summer for the same

reason, that people tend to stay in more often during the day; and nowadays, tend to use excessive air conditioning, so they are

actually often colder, viruses not liking heat, which is why we get fevers.

With all the spin and gaslighting, we need to have our facts absolutely straight, emphasize every nuance, and not overreach with any

statements.   It is most effective to dish out the most easily digestible morsels of the lowest-hanging fruit. Also, the smallpox vaccine

DID NOT eradicate smallpox, as implied in the bullet points, regardless of animal reservoirs.  The smallpox vaccine was absolutely

ineffective against smallpox, except perhaps indirectly to spur public health improvements that DID eradicate it after the worst

smallpox epidemic on record hit almost fully vaccinated European population in 1872.

archive.org/details/leicestersanitat00biggrich/page/754/mode/2up?view=..
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Excellent point, balhawk.  The reference you cited can be found in the downloadable book “Leicester: Sanitation versus

Vaccination”, Its Vital Statistics Compared with those of other Towns, the Army, Navy, Japan, and England and Wales, by J. T.

Biggs, J.P., Member of the Leicester Town Council, and of its Sanitary Committee, for over Twenty-Two Years, published in

1912. Another good source of historical information is “Dissolving Illusion, Disease, Vaccines, and the Forgotten History”, by Dr.

Suzanne Humphries, MD, and Roman Bystrianyk (2013).  The work by J. T. Biggs above is one of the references in Dissolving

Illusions.  Here is a summary from chapters 3 to 11:

Smallpox was eradicated by improved sanitation, nutrition, and hygiene. Look up the history of this disease and the Leicester

City method in the mid 1880’s of treating smallpox, which was conXnement of the stricken patient, followed by hydration and

nutrition. The patient’s home was then disinfected. After the British government issued forced vaccination acts in 1840, 1853,

and a most stringent act in 1867, by the mid 1880’s, over 6,000 people refused vaccination in a twelve year period in Leicester

City and had all their possessions conXscated, were arrested, and put on trial for sentencing to prison. Despite the compulsory

vaccination, which was between 90 to 100% of people, periodic deadly smallpox epidemics continued. The townspeople

revolted and replaced their town government at the next election in 1885, rejected mandatory vaccination which was killing as

many as the disease itself. The town focused on improving sanitation, nutrition, and hygiene and the number of smallpox cases

and deaths from the disease signiXcantly declined more than other towns still vaccinating, while the percent vaccination rate in

Leicester City dropped to 4%. Dire warnings for the return of a large epidemic for Leicester City were given, but none occurred.

Continued.
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Eventually all towns adopted the Leicester Method with long lasting results without the vaccine to permanently eradicate

smallpox. Despite the drop in vaccination rates, the old disease menaces, such as typhoid, smallpox, measles, scarlet fever,

whooping cough, and diphtheria have become very minor causes of death, all without vaccination, but due to rises in sanitation,

puriXcation of water supplies, nutrition, hygiene, pasteurization of milk, refrigeration of foods, and a general rise in the standard

of living.
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Ive heard more than once this being compared to “fully eradicating” small pox!   The truth is what the dr in the video said is true,

you can never fully eradicate a respiratory virus so this whole thing is a complete sham.  Just going to be more of the same

going forward.  “BACK TO NORMAL”. ???.   It’s prob NEVER going happen.  I can’t even remember what real normal is like any

more.  THATS THE AGENDA HERE.   This bs is here to stay.
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As masks have been proven to be so detrimental to children and their education..... might that be the real reason for the masks?  To

dumb down the future generations so that they don't pose a risk to the 6 news corporations that control the world now?
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Um yea.... not to sound sarcastic but ive been saying it since day one.  They want us all DUMB, SICK, NO IMMUNE SYSTEMS,

DEPRIVED OF VITAMINS, VITALITY, AND RELIANT ON THE GOVT.  PERIOD. for exactly the reasons u said.   ZOMBIE CULTURE IS

BEING CULTIVATED!  make no mistake.
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I doubt very much Lindsey Graham was vaccinated - they all likely got saline injections who do the bidding of the powers that be and

Graham does.  He's sold out his constituents for years.  I don't believe any votes are tabulated correctly or he would have been gone

along with many others.  Ever notice very few good people get into opce?  One Senator bravely came out and said everyone elected

who was good is afraid for their lives of the 'shadow government.'
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Wow - I remember when he was sitting in a conference room with a bunch of unmasked folks and one had covid and he didn't

get it.  So I wonder what happened???  Perhaps he though he was just lucky?   If we were straight shooters, we would examine

people who didn't catch covid (like our friend Dan who nursed his wife back to health after 11 days with covid yet never caught

covid) - and why I didn't catch covid after my BFF got it after my birthday -- neither did her husband or my husband... so how

hard is this to catch?  Apparently it's a little harder than they're saying.  My poor daughter sat next to a girl who THOUGHT she

had allergies.  Imagine my daughter's surprise when she got the call she had covid?  Shoot!  So then she waited.  She got tested.

 She missed a bachelorette party this weekend... all because what?  She didn't catch it is my point.  Test came back negative.  Is

it contagious or not?!!!  

Real life experiences.  I know there are other real life experiences that are really bad - like when I got type A Yu when a man was

coughing when I walked into the shop.  First time in more years than I can remember.  Ironically, got type A in Feb 2020... the

man who gave it to me blamed his boss because he had gotten the Yu shot.  Surprise surprise. We have to think... I wish

Graham would have thunk!  This is the problem with watching the news 24/7!
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Why some get vaccine injured early while others don't.  Answer: The people administering the jab probably not vigorously shaking the

vial before each vial drawing. Thus the injections have an unbalanced load of ingredients.
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So which is it? A respiratory infection just like the Flu/pneumonia that people have gotten forever, or the other theory? Covid is a blood

poisoning and vascular system disorder, according to Dr. Stephanie Seneff with the spike protein mode of attack. Dr. Mercola seems to

be siding with the Xrst. Very confusing since he had extensive interviews with her and Mikivits regarding the HIV envelope and mouse

retroviruses. Also, if it’s animal vectors that are the spreaders, people ought to stop keeping their “fur babies” inside their hygienic

homes, and put them back in dog houses or outdoor pens like the majority did only about 50-60 years ago. Billions are spent on pets

placing them in the same category as children. A dog or cat doesn’t know the difference between an old rolled up sock or twist tie

from some overpriced stuffed toy. Yes, dogs harbor corona viruses.
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Taking preventive steps like taking Ivermectin and the rest of the FLCCC and Dr. Mercola's recommendations is something we can all

do but if you do get infected and it by chance gets worse you need a doctor who can guide you thru the eradication stage. I live in

Portland OR and have not been able to Xnd a doctor who will give me a prescription for Ivermectin.  When asking for a consultation on

prevention of Covid and my preference is using Ivermectin there is no return call or the clinic does not use ivermectin.  What are some

methods to identify enlightened local medical professionals. My preference is not to use an out of state MD or DO who I will not be

able to go to in case I catch the Covid and go into a treatment phase which requires a more intensive series of cocktails.
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Found the video on Rumble, where it should be safe to share without risk of it being deleted:

rumble.com/vkwga6-dr.-dan-stock-862021-better-audio.html
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Dr. Stock is utterly courageous and straight on point, he made me so very proud, like all the other doctors with voices who speak out

with great understanding at what is occurring.  Funny thing is, where are the rest of them?  My old neighbor in Michigan, she was a

doctor (and still is, far as I know) - she argued that you couldn't get a blue line around your lips after a vaccination that renders you

disabled.    But it happened.  I mean, just because you didn't see it, doesn't mean it didn't happen. I don't know what ever happened to

her, I moved away over - but I pray our earlier conversations led her to examining the data a little more closely.   We don't imagine

vaccine reactions, it's often a part of our lives forever.
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I live in Senior Independent Living "Continuous Care Retirement Community" (hefty price to "buy" the condo and hefty monthly fee).

 97% of the residents and 68% of the staff lined up for the Moderna shot as soon as it was available here. They can't get and/or keep

dining room staff, drivers, etc. Now we're told all residents and employees must be 'vaccinated' by Oct 1 and booster shot as soon as

available.  Lots of staff plan to leave.  They will have to hit me on the head and knock me out to give me the shot. Don't know yet what

the consequences will be............ I feel terrible for all the people that may lose their jobs.  But I also don't want to lose the roof over my

head.  It was hard enough to Xnd a place that would accept pets........
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consider using the form from this link:  dougbillings.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/609462860f3394d5991a85fd_Em..

 change the wording from employer to the management and owner of the community/facility.   get assistance from a highly

experienced medical liability law attorney as well as an attorney who is familiar with the state laws applicable to your retirement

community regarding what can and cannot be required of a resident to help you with the form. other residents of the community

that feel as you do could add their name to this document. you have the right to be fully informed in writing before giving or

refusing consent and this form is a way to get it. it puts pressure on them.  you have the legal right to refuse.  coercion to be

innoculated with an experimental medical device is a felony
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Every time I share a article like this, I get Crickets! So I stopped. My mother is in a Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) and I'm not allowed in

without either a current negative CRP test or the Vax! I'm at CVS Rx weekly for testing....which is good for one day. The CRP test is

"good for 72 hours", but that includes one day the sample is taken, the second day for labs and the third with results. It's insane. I

wrote Health Dept. So you know what sort of response I got from them. One of the staff there made the comment to me he hopes no

one unvaxed is able to do anything until the are vaxed! He is misguided, but then he thinks I 'am also. Sometimes I ask myself, Am I the

wrong one??? This virus was created by evil people for an evil intent. All those involve should be charged for crimes against humanity.

But evil has cast a strong delusion, and people have drunk the Kool-Aid.

kku35696 I'm sorry for your situation. They are MANY out there in the same boat. I wish we could organize.
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Went for my annual gyn exam the other day, so i decided just to see what my doctor, who i always loved and respected, might have to

say about the shot etc. and was so disappointed when he started reciting the narrative word for word, and backing the bunk “science”!

  Why is it not even most doctors don’t know, or obviously even look to seek out, the real truth?!   I didn’t want to challenge him too

much but i did ask him what he thought of the mRNA “technology” and he began to sing the praises of that too, so at that point i just

backed off.  I still trust him w my gyn health, but it makes me sad that most mainstream doctors are just as brainwashed as the rest of

‘em.   Like “regular sheep” they accept blindly and don’t seem to question anything!  I say Shame on them for that.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I LOUDLY APPLAUDED THIS VIDEO!  Good for him and we need so many more people w this kind of stand up give it to you straight

attitude TRUTH SAYERS coming forward and informing those that just don’t know or don’t have the time or wherewithal to dig the truth

up themselves.  So BRAVO!  Now that said, i know this is off the subject.....but has anyone else been wonderig what ever happened to

the Astrazenica Covid shot???? Remember there WERE four, but now only 3 - j&j, moderna and phizer.   very silently it just seemed to

disappear without a word or a trace!  I wd love to see a dr M article about that, but here is just one article i found about it....if you’re

interested....and you should be. nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/03/whatever-happened-to-the-astrazeneca-v..
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headache2
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Add as Friend  Send Message

So, at what point will mainstream news media “discover” the vast number of people injured by this injection? Answer: When they start

getting sick and die from complications during the next Yu season.
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But it will always be hidden behind something else... if they didn't get a Yu shot, "it was the Yu and they should've gotten the Yu

shot". Or "it was a breakthrough covid case and they should've gotten a booster"... ad nauseum. Right up there with putting

people in the "unvaxxed" category when they have problems after the Xrst shot or within 2 weeks of the second shot! The

"unvaxxed" got covid, or had random sudden health issues that can't be connected because we identify them as "unvaxxed"

(even though they had received one or more shots which logically should be considered as a cause, duh). And also the beloved

"there is no proof that their adverse event was actually caused by the shot". It's all about darned lies about vax status and

twisted numbers. And that's what everyone relies on and believes. Ugh. Those of us with open eyes will see! Pray for more to

truly see.
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Just a reminder to some people: Google blocks stuff and usually throws up 'fact checks' Xrst. Something like Epic browser will get

around that.
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Dr Dan Stock bitchute today: www.bitchute.com/.../ZoU0JHnNmdcc
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bee, your video ( www.bitchute.com/video/ZoU0JHnNmdcc ) is the only link which works ,,,, but the beginning of it is missing...

people need to start watching at 9:53 as the video is repeated and has an interviewer, so they understand ADE and why Dr Stock

is laughing.
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I have a copy of this video here if anyone wants it, not large: app.box.com/.../w68t2rjd7tpmnksyyqxveqqgi03qz3sl
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info  ... COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE

BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..  ~ THE BATTLE FOR

HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity
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Cagire
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The PDFs are great. Any chance an MP3 of such important vids as this can be downloadable with key reference information

embedded or something similar???
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Temlakos
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Not just an MP3. An MP4 or an MKV or a WEBM. Much more powerful.
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The video is already up on Bitchute. com. You tube can't stop the truth.  Also here is a separate link:

 hancockcountypatriots.blogspot.com/2021/08/dr-dan-stocks-presentation-..   Send to everyone please!
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app.box.com/.../w68t2rjd7tpmnksyyqxveqqgi03qz3sl
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Sad that without a link, the video will be gone when this article is gone.
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Check out bitchute.com or the link I posted above.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Sound not working. No sound adjustment shown on video.
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montrealep
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Can anyone please tell me what happened to the Xrst SARS? How did it disappear or is it still circulating but we just don’t know about it

because they stopped testing for it?
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Dr David Martin fond that SARS was patented [illegally] in the USA by Fauci & Friends at NIAID in 2002 three months before the

outbreak in China. His MCAM computer programs [hired by US govt to look for bioweapons after 9/11]  has found 5000 patents

by USA scientists, Big Pharma,  and as of 2009 the Military on variations [ mostly GOF manipulated] of Corona viruses for

weapons, exclusive rights to test, manipulate, sell , create vaccines etc. Nearly all the "outbreaks" had a virus & a vaccine patent

applied for BEFORE the outbreaks. MERS,H1N1, ZIKA, Ebola, AND Covid 19. David has been trying tell us this for 20 years but

the Globalist are making BILLIONS and the eugenicists are killing us off as planned.
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I *really* wish there was a way to download this video or that Dr. Mercola would upload it to Rumble. It needs to be shared far and

wide.
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Found it under another account on Rumble: rumble.com/vkwga6-dr.-dan-stock-862021-better-audio.html
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